Job Type: Full time | Job Location: Ancoats, Manchester | Salary: £20,000 - £25,000 DOE
We’re looking for a talented web developer to join our friendly and down to earth, creative team in our Manchester based studio.
We are a small graphic and web design agency who since our launch in April last year have made a real name for ourselves and are now creating
websites and digital marketing campaigns for some of the top award-winning UK and international photographers.
We create cutting edge, user-friendly and award winning bespoke websites that are built with personality and completely unique to set the client
apart from their competitors.
At the moment we are looking for a developer who can work with the Creative Director to create award winning bespoke websites for clients. Our
client base is highly generated from Wedding Photographers although we also work with all forms of corporate clients. Each day will present new
challenges to keep you intrigued and constantly developing your skills.
Some of the abilities we are looking for are: -

Essential skills: -

Passion and love for web design
Working knowledge of Adobe Products
Comfortable working within deadlines
Multi-tasker who can easily prioritise in a multi-project environment
Customer service focused to provide a helpful and friendly rapport
Excellent communicator, written and verbal
Team player with a positive attitude
Self-motivated and proactive
Experienced in modern day CMS systems including WordPress, Magento
and Drupal.
Interest in photography or experience in the wedding industry desirable
but none essential

An in-depth knowledge of WordPress
A strong portfolio demonstrating design, front-end skills and excellent
jQuery use.
Minimum of 2 years’ commercial experience in web development
Great responsive HTML5/CSS skills
Excellent PHP and MySQL.
Strong jQuery, Gulp, and SASS skills are big plus!
General understanding and exposure to OOP and MVC frameworks
Knowledge of cPanel and WHM
Unix experience

Job responsibilities include: -

A positive and encouraging work environment
A casual and comfortable office setting
The opportunity to work with creative businesses, both nationally and
internationally
Being part of a team with amazing people who produce incredible
work

Working closely with the lead developer to deliver amazing, user-friendly
and interactive websites
Researching, prototyping and implementing the best technologies and
frameworks
Working closely with Graphic and UI Designers to ensure a 'pixel perfect’
implementation of the concepts, designs and layouts of desktop and
mobile applications.
Update and maintain websites and website content
To keep excellent standards throughout all websites
To maintain an excellent standard of darts skills

What you’ll get out of it: -

We are looking for someone with strong skills in all the above and to bring their own ideas to the table for our clients. To have a great creative web
design flair, a strong portfolio and a love for creating unique, inviting and exciting websites.
If this sounds like you:
Please send your
Cover letter
CV
1-3 references
Examples of your previous work
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